
On the Question of Proto-Language Reconstruction 

Following the discovery tha t the Indo-European languages are geneti
cally related, it was seen relatively soon that Sanskrit does not represent the 
language state tha t is the source of the living Indo-European languages, 
neither could it be the common predecessor or at least very close to it; but 
rather the oldest known language. AUGUST SCHLEICHER, who — under the 
influence of Darwin's teachings — imagined the development of languages 
to be similar to the living world, set upon himself the task of deducing the 
Indo-European proto-language. This he represented in the form of a family 
tree. He thought tha t by comparing the data of related languages we could 
proceed back step by step in the history of the languages until we would be 
able to reconstruct, with the help of our knowledge of phonological rules, this 
Indo-European proto-form and proto-language from which the correspondenc
es of the genetically related languages compared as well as the genetically 
related languages themselves are derived. SCHLEICHER saw the value of this 
procedure in the fact tha t such ancient language forms demonstrate in a concrete 
manner the results of research, facilitate an insight into the history of the 
daughter languages, and by means of them the erroneous nature of this view 
could easily be conceivable, the view according to which Sanskrit would also 
be the common predecessor of the non-Indian Indo-European languages.1 

SCHLEICHER in his Compendium published not only the words and roots of 
the proto-language but paradigms as well: and moreover published a simple 
short tale constructed in the proto-language.2

 SCHLEICHER was therefore not 
content with ascertaining genetic affinity, but he also wished, by disclosing 
the regularities, to reconstruct the common ancestor of the Indo-European 
languages. His procedure was not met with unanimous recognition : while the 
neo-grammarians were drawing upon Schleicher in their research on phonolog
ical rules and efforts in reconstruction, his pupil, JOHANNES SCHMIDT3 attack
ed the family tree theory by establishing his wave theory, and he classified 
the proto-language as a piece of scientific fiction, which naturally also meant 
denying the justification for reconstructing. In judging this question the 

1 A. SCHLEICHER, Compendium der vergleichenden Grammatik der indogermani
schen Sprachen. Vierte Auflage. Weimar, 1876, 8 ; cf. also H. PAUL, Deutsche Grammatik. 
Dritte Auflage. 1. Band. Halle, 1965, 7. 

2 A. SCHLEICHER, Eine Fabel in indogermanischer Ursprache. Beiträge zur ver
gleichenden Sprachforschung auf dem Gebiete der arischen, celtischen und slawischen 
Sprachen. Berlin, 5(1868) :206 —8. 

3 J . SCHMIDT, Die Verwandtschaftsverhältnisse der indogermanischen Sprachen. 
Weimar, 1872. 
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camp of comparativists was split into two parts : those who believed and were 
against reconstruction, and this debate has not died down even today.4 

K A R L BRTTGMANN5 declared tha t the Indo-European proto-language 
reconstructed through the help of linguistics was not the kind of language 
that could have once been spoken, for the method of reconstruction can place 
beside one another forms derived from different ages and from different dialects 
of the proto-language. But BRUGMANN does not reject reconstruction itself, 
nor does he condemn i t ; on the contrary, he applies it. A. MEILLET, for the 
most part , emphasized the unreality of reconstructions as well as their unveri-
fiable nature and looked upon the disclosure of the system of correspondences 
as the task of comparative linguistics,6 although his point of view against i t 
was not always unanimously unfavourable.7 H. SCHUCHARDT8 and N. S. T R U -
BETZKOY9 did not derive the Indo-European languages from one certain proto-
language, but explained them as the results of contacts and interrelationships 
between languages which were not in a genetic relationship with one another 
— cf. TRTJBETZKOY : Sprachbund — (in Finno-Ugric D. V. BUBRIH asserted 
similar views which have however remained without reaction) ;10 after denying 
the existence of a proto-language, it would naturally follow that reconstruction 
would be refused as a method. In Italy among the representatives of the neo-
linguistic trend, G. BONFANTE 1 1 and V. PISANI 1 2 conducted especially vehe
ment attacks against reconstruction. Soliciting the help of linguistic geography 
teachings and referring to the not always clear-cut nature of the reconstruc
tions, they deny the existence of a unified Indo-European, etc. proto-language, 
and see the task of comparative linguistics in the determination of isoglosses ; 
according to them, only through a knowledge of these isoglosses can we arrive, 
in connection with outlining the temporal and spatial history of languages, 
at such stable and objective results which, as they say, can never be reached 
by adhering to the „Schleicherian myth" of the proto-language. According to 
them, we cannot understand the history of a language in the absence of a 
thorough and detailed knowledge concerning the history of the people speaking 

4 Cf. G. BONFANTE, On Reconstruction and Linguistic Method. Word 1 :83 — 94, 
132 — 61 ; V. PISANI, August Schleicher und einige Richtungen der heutigen Sprachwissen
schaft. Lingua 4:337—68; B. А. Виноградов, О реконструкции протоязыковых состояний. 
In: Система и уровни языка. Москва, 1969. 4—42. 

5 K. BRUGMANN—B. DELBRÜCK, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der 
indogermanischen Sprachen. Vergleichende Laut-, Stammbildungs- und Flexionslehre 
der indogermanischen Sprachen. Zweite Bearbeitung. Unveränderter Neudruck. Berlin— 
Leipzig, 1930. 21 — 7. K. BRUGMANN, Kurze vergleichende Grammatik der indogermani
schen Sprachen. Strassburg, 1904. 22—5. 

6 A. MEILLET, Einführung in die vergleichende Grammatik der indogermanischen 
Sprachen. Leipzig—Berlin, 1907. 17, the same, Сравительный метод в историческом 
языкознании [La méthode comparative en linguistique historique]. Москва, 1954. 20, 21. 

7 Cf. BONFANTE: op. cit. 87 — 9. 
8 H. SCHUCHARDT, Sprachverwandtschaft. Sitzungsberichte der Königlichen Preus-

sischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. 1917:518 — 29, cf. also H. PAUL: op. cit. 9. 
9 N. S. TRUBETZKOY, Gedanken über das Indogermanenproblem. Acta Linguistica 

1:81-9. 
10 Cf. E. ITKONEN, Suomalais-ugrilaisen kantakielen äänne- ja muotorakenteesta 

[In : Suomalais-ugrilaisen kielen- ja historiantutkimuksen alalta. Helsinki 1961. Tietolipas 
20:48 — 84]. 48 — 50. 

11 G. BONFANTE, The Neolinguistic Position. Language 23:344—75. 
12 V. PISANI : op. cit., К индоевропейской проблеме. Вопросы языкознания 

1966/4:3-21. 
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tha t particular language.13 The American E. PULGBAM also expressed his 
opinions concerning the complète unreliability of reconstructions,14 main-
taining tha t two types of Indo-European proto-languages must be distinguished : 
one which actually existed but with which we can never be familiär ; the other 
is the reconstructed Indo-European proto-language which is the sum of re-
constructed forms not posessing actual values. 

Others — e.g., F . DE SAUSSURE,1 5 R. A. HALL, 1 6 H. HOENIGSWALD,1 7 

A. NEHBING, 1 8 0 . SZEMEKÉNYi,19 R. A N T T I L A 2 0 2 1 — contrary to the „nega-
t ivists" who were frequently under the influence of agnosticism, advocated 
reconstruction saying : the task of comparative linguistics is the possible re
construction of proto-languages so tha t we can by this means obtain a more 
composite and concrète picture concerning the antecedants of the languages 
known today, their structure, the life of the society tha t spoke the proto-
language, so that we can improve our knowledge concerning the historical 
linguistic events, etc. of the periods elapsing between the time of the proto-
language and that of the daughter languages ; and in accordance with this 
concept, the reality of the reconstructed unities does indeed exist, and these 
precisely reflect the prevailing results of comparative linguistics ; reconstruc
tions — just like the knowledge of natural laws — can be refined, and in 
broadening our knowledge they will also become more and more accurate.22 

In Einno-Ugric linguistics, beginning already with the first and at the 
same time serious considération regarding the common word-stock of the 
genetically related languages, the (Magyar-ugor összehasonlító szótár) written 
by JÓZSEF BUDENZ, we can speak about the reconstruction of the Einno-
Ugric proto-language forms. In the course of his university studies a t Göttin
gen, BUDENZ became acquainted with the results and théories of Germán 
linguistics at that time, among other things, SCHLEICHER'S language theory. 
In the spirit of this, BUDENZ formulated the goal of Finno-Ugric comparative 
investigations in the préface to his dictionary : ,,. . . the Ugric languages 
demand from science to be compared above all with the aim that we can, so 
to say, revitalize their by-gone unity, tha t is the „Ugric proto-language", 
determining with possible approximation its assumable phonetic character 
and with formal accuracy in conformity to past word-stock and parts of its 
formal grammatical structure".24

 (BUDENZ attempted to reconstruct parts of 

1 3 BONFANTE : op. cit. 348. 
14 E. PULGRAM, Proto-Indo-European Reality and Reconstruction. Language 

35:421 — 6 and The Nature and Use of Proto-Languages. Lingua 10:18 — 37. 
15 FERDINAND DE SAUSSURE, Bevezetés az általános nyelvészetbe. Budapest, 

1967. 271 — 5. 
16 R. A. HALL, On Realism in Reconstruction. Language 36:203 — 6. 
17 H. HOENIGSWALD, Language Change and Linguistic Reconstruction. Chicago, 

1960 and Phonetic Reconstruction. I n : Proceedings of the Fifth International Congress 
of Phonetic Sciences. Basel—New York, 1965. 25—42. 

18 A. NEHRING, Zur ,Realität' des Urindogermanischen. Lingua 10 :357—68. 
19 O. SZEMERÉNYI, Trends and Tasks in Comparative Philology. London, 1962. 

and Einführung in die vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft, Darmstadt, 1970. 29. 
20 R. ANTTILA, An Introduction to Historical and Comparative Linguistics. 

New York—London, 1972. 326, 333 etc. 
21 Cf. also P I S A N I : Lingua 4:350—1. 
22 Cf. SZEMERÉNYI, Trends . . . 9, Einführung . . . 29. 
23 J . BUDENZ, Magyar-ugor összehasonlító szótár. Budapest, 1873 — 1881. 
"MUSz. m-rv. 
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the formal grammatical structure in his work entitled Az ugor nyelvek össze
hasonlító alaktana.25) With a short time delay another similar undertaking 
followed the Magyar-ugor összehasonlító szótár : O. DONNEB/S work entitled 
Vergleichendes Wörterbuch der finnisch-ugrischen Sprachen.26

 DONNER like-
wise touched upon the means of reconstruction, but operated with word roots 
patterned after Indo-European27 and thus of course he undertook also the 
hypothesis of vocalic élément in Finno-Ugric „word-roots" from nothing. 
Contrary to this, BUDENZ does not présent his immense amount of etymologi-
cal material in grouping according to roots, (this is alien to the Finno-Ugric 
languages), but according to the Hungárián member of the genetically related 
language correspondences — although he mentions the proto-word as the 
root-word équivalent28 —, or rather he notes tha t as a conséquence of the 
complète unclearity of Finno-Ugric vocalism at tha t time, in hypothesizing 
the proto-forms he attempts a décision at best of the palatal or velar quality 
of the proto-language vowels.29

 BUDENZ did not always at tempt a reconstruc
tion of the proto-word, saying tha t his work ,,in accordance with its detailed 
task is not an «etymological» dictionary. . . but simply a «comparative» one",3 0 

and for the most part only then discloses the hypothesized forms if the proto-
language word under considération exists in the modern Finno-Ugric languages 
but only in its dérivations. „He was the first who started to examine Finno-
Ugric proto-forms clearly surpassing the comparativist at t i tude ; but it is 
true that this was in one respect certainly early, for the history of the smaller 
language groups was not yet examined ; but the initiative in any case remains 
the merit of Bundenz", wrote SETÄLÄ 3 1 about him. 

For more than half a Century the BUDENZ type of reconstruction was 
not met with a folio w-up in Finno-Ugric. We cannot look for the reason 
in the aversion to reconstruction but in the relatively poor results of compara
tive phonological research. From time to time in articles written by SETÄLÄ, 
PAASONEN, and later TOIVONEN dealing with the subject of etymology there 
appeared hypothesized proto-language forms, but more for the purpose of 
only summarizing the more complicated explanations and demonstrating the 
phonological changes described. PAASONEN3 2 and HANNES SKÖLD3 3 in their 
studies dealing with Finno-Ugric-Indo-European agreements, besides the 
Indo-European roots, and in the absence of reconstructed forms were compel-
led to list the Uralic or Finno-Ugric word-family members alleged to be re-
concilable : the reason was again the lack of research in vocalism, as SKÖLD 
also ponted out.34

 LEHTISALO'S a t tempt into the historical phonology of 
Uralic, which was not successful,35 did not change the matter. STEINITZ'S 

25 J . BTTNDEZ, AZ ugor nyelvek összehasonlító alaktana. Budapest, 1884. 
26 O. DONNEB, Vergleichendes Wörterbuch der finnisch-ugrischen Sprachen. 

Leipzig, I. 1874., I I . 1876., I I I . 1888. 
27 Cp. eg. VglWb. V, VI. 
28MUSz. V. 
29MUSz. VIII . 
30MUSz. VII . 
3 1 NyK 23:340 
32 H. PAASONEN, Zur Frage von der Verwandtschaft der finnisch-ugrischen und 

indogermanischen Sprachen. F U F 7:13 — 31. 
33 H. SKÖLD, Indo-uralisch. FUF 18:216 — 31. 
34 FUF 18:218. 
35 T. LEHTISALO, Zur Geschichte des Vokalismus der ersten Silbe im Uralischen 

vom qualitativen Standpunkt aus. FUF 21 :5—55. 
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vowel theory36 and E. ITKONEN'S criticism connected with it, as well as his 
new vowel theory,37 brought about a sudden change. Following this, in the 
works of BJÖRN COLLINDER proto-language reconstruction plays a particularly 
important role. In searching for a synthesis of the two theories, he worked 
out a theory with a rather new conception. Of course, we must not forget t ha t 
COLLINDER already previously undertook in a few cases39 a hypothesis regard
ing the suffixes and words of the proto-language. In Hungary, however, large-
scale etymological dictionary work produced a favourable possibility for 
reconstructing the phonetic shape of the Uralic, Finno-Ugric, etc. (proto-
language) words. 

Therefore, in Finno-Ugric research proto-language reconstruction was 
(again) established only through the efforts of COLLINDER as well as through 
the development of national etymological research,40 at least in practice. 
From the following it however appears tha t certain people feel the insistence 
of theoretical reservations almost obligatory: COLLINDER writes in the intro
duction41 to the section of his Uralic comparative grammar tha t treats re
constructed proto-forms tha t the readers can question them at their own 
discretion. In the chapter on historical phonetics he lists and examines as 
well-established correspondences a large number of the daughter-language 
data, which are derived from these proto-forms. But he does so with the firm 
conviction tha t the definite element of these proto-forms (vowel or consonant) 
is the sure continuation, present-day representative of a definite Uralic (Finno-
Ugric) proto-language sound, reconstructed on the basis of reciprocal corre
spondences. I t is somewhat strange that what we recognize as true and correct 
as an integral element, we must consider it in its totality to be already unre
liable. Nor is it slightly contradictory, as GYÖRGY LAKÓ, the principal editor 
of A magyar szókészlet finnugor elemei, expresses his views about this same 
question : „As we continually go further back into the past, we can more or 
less finally reconstruct also the language form that was the common antecedent 
of all the Finno-Ugric languages, tha t is the Finno-Ugric proto-language,"42 or 
rather : "The reconstructed forms require a clarification of the totality of our 
hypotheses drawn from the individual Finno-Ugric language (dialectal) forms 
and require them to be expressed then in the form of a concise symbol. While 
we do not attribute a real existence to them it is our conviction tha t with their 
applications as symbols we served the interest of those who use our dictio
nary."4 3 In the „prospectus"44 of the other large etymological dictionary45 we do 

36 W. STEINITZ, Geschichte des finnisch-ugrischen Vokalismus. Stockholm, 1944. 
37 E. ITKONEN, Zur Frage nach der Entwicklung des Vokalismus der ersten Silbe 

in der finnisch-ugrischen Sprachen, insbesondere im Mordwinischen. F U F 29 :222— 337, 
Zur Geschichte des Vokalismus der ersten Silbe im Tscheremissischen und in den permi
schen Sprachen. FUF 31 :149 —345 etc. 

38 B. COLLINDER, Comparative Grammar of the Uralic] Languages. Stockholm, 1960. 
39 B. COLLINDER, Indo uralisches Sprachgut. UUÁ 1934., Jukagirisch und Uralisch. 

UUÁ 1940. 
40 A magyar szókészlet finnugor elemei. Budapest, I . 1967., I I . 1970. 
"CompGr. 405. 
42 GYÖRGY LAKÓ, A magyar nyelv finnugor alapjai. Bevezetés. Hangtan. Kézirat. 

Finnugor Jegyzetek XI . Budapest, 1964. 17, this same work is also in English: Proto 
Finno-Ugric Sources of the Hungarian Phonetik Stock. Budapest, 1968. 21. 

43MSzFE 17 
44 A magyar nyelv történeti-etimológiai szótára. Budapest, I . 1967., I I . 1970. 
45TESz. 30. 

9 Nyelvtudományi Közlemények 77/1. 
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not find, in connection with the proto-language reconstructions in the word-
articles of words belonging to the so-called „ancient héritage", any kind of 
basic attitude, but the principal editor, LORÁND BENKŐ, in a university gram-
mar book46 expresses his opinion tha t the words reconstructed on the basis 
of comparative linguistic results, can considered as only hypothetical ones, as 
a ,,formula-type summary" about the earliest state of the Hungárián language. 
In the previous case it is particularly striking tha t we can read about dictionary 
reconstructions as such kind of Symbols which were recognized out of necessity, 
and still have not been perhaps properly established ; while elsewhere this 
same author evén believes in the reconstruction of the Finno-Ugric proto-
language, if only „more or less". Considering the not altogether consistent atti
tude among Finno-Ugric historical linguists, I feel tha t RAIMO ANTTILA'S 
remark is appropriate here :,,. . .many of those linguists who are maintaining 
a negativist position in theory are actually positivists in practice".47 

Those opposed to proto-language reconstruction now and then question 
the existence of a proto-language (cf. above), saying that the present-day 
languages are not descendents of one definite proto-language, but usually 
came into existence through the mutual influence of more—whether genetically 
related to one another or not — languages ; or rather that we have scarcely 
any or a very approximate knowledge concerning the temporal and spatial 
localization of a given proto-language ; we do not know the dialectal distribu
tion of the proto-language, and the characteristics of the dialects, and how 
they were related to one another, etc. The danger in a reconstruction is that 
we might place beside one another forms derived from différent âges or dif
férent dialects. Contrary to this, however, it would not show common sensé to 
deny the former existence of a common predecessor for the genetically related 
languages known today, a (Uralic, Finno-Ugric ; Indo-European, Germanie, 
etc.) proto-language ; naturally, however, the view according to which the 
individual proto-languages would have been sort of undifferentiated forma
tions and the languages derived from them, not being influenced by neighbor-
ing genetically related and non-related languages (which would have devel-
oped according to their own internai laws) would be unacceptable. Therefore 
we cannot in every case and generally regard the reconstructed proto-language 
forms as being undoubtedly reliable. Taking the above also into considération, 
there could also be more reasons for this : 

1. the more distant the âge is in which the proto-language becomes 
dissociated, the more difficult it is to détermine its duration and to define it 
in time,48 and the greater are the changes tha t took place in the daughter 
languages, among them not a small number of ,,irregularities", the reason or 
conditions of which we do not know; 

2. Just like the present-day living languages, the individual proto-lan
guages also evidently showed a more or less definite dialectal séparation ; but 
for the time being, we can accept this circumstance in Finno-Ugric rather only 
in theory than in practice ; but if we wish to explain nowadays certain excep-

46 G. BÁECZI—L. B E N K Ő — J . BEKRÁR, A magyar nyelv története. Budapest, 1967. 
2 6 - 7 . 

47 R. ANTTILA : op. cit. 341. 
48 P . RAVILA, Kantakieli kielihistorian peruskäsitteenä [In : Totuus ja metodi. 

Porvoo-Helsinki, 1967. 67 — 78]. 70, 77. 
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tional sound correspondences, ,,irregularities" by means of dialectal différences 
of the proto-language, than we would only give an opportunity for49 the 
arbitrary and unscientific etymologies; if we can obtain the completely recon-
structed word-stock and grammatical framework of our language family, we 
will perhaps then hâve somé hope of finding out something about the dialects 
of the proto-language ; naturally we must imagine the dialectal distribution 
of the proto-language not or not only according to language groups known 
today, but former dialectal bounderies probably did not necessarily coincide 
with the bounderies or dividing lines between units of the population speaking 
the proto-language and moving in the path of separate language develop-
ment ;50 

3. If convergence development took place in the daughter languages 
in a certain area or areas, this cannot be clarified through comparative lin-
guistic methods and it is lost for reconstruction;51 

4. Among languages that hâve continued independently, two or more 
living in the neighborhood of each other and Coming into contact and creating 
areal contacts can form a System of secondary agreements ;52 

5. Because of the possible lack of early linguistic monuments, a recon
struction tha t is built upon spéculation must bridge over a larger temporal 
distance, as a resuit of which the chance of error is greater ; this difficulty can 
be especially feit in the research dealing with the history of the Uralic lan
guages ;53 

6. The fact tha t our knowledge reflecting proto-language relations can 
change and grow supports already by itself its necessity tha t in each case we 
adjust the reconstructed forms to our more exact knowledge ;54 

7. Finally, besides reconstructing the sound body of each proto-language 
word, the semantic hypothesis belonging to the word causes some problem if 
— as it sometimes happens — we corne across divergent meanings or semantic 
ranges in the present-day languages which at first glancé show a small number 
of common features ; surmounting this calls for an investigation of meaning 
changes and an application of the hypothèses concluded from this investi
gation, because the référence to possible semantic parallels does not uncondition-
ally lead to unanimously reliable and convincing results.55 

49 E. ITKONEN: Tietolipas 20:55, RAVIIA: op. cit. 68 — 70. 
50 H. PAUL, Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte. 5. Auflage. Halle, 1920. 46 — 7. 
51 MEIIXET, CpaBHHTejibHbiii MeTOA... 20, HOENIGSWALD, Language Change . . . 

135, 136. 
52 A. RÓNA—TAS, Néhány gondolat a nyelvrokonságról (NyK 71:261 — 79) 

278—9 and 06mee HacjieflHe HUH 3aHMCTB0BaHHe? [Bonpocbi ji3HK03HaHHH 1974/2 : 31— 
45] 31. 

53 G. BÁRCZI, Bevezetés a nyelvtudományba. Budapest, 1953. 109 — 10, H A J D Ú 
P., Bevezetés az uráli nyelvtudományba. Budapest, 1973. 19 — 20. 

54 Cf. G. BERECZKI : NyK 70 :450 — 1 , SZEMERÉNYI, Trends . . . 9, Einführung .. 29. 
65 R. KATICIC, Der Entsprechungsbegriff in der vergleichenden Laut— und For

menlehre [Indogermanische Forschungen 71:203 — 20]. 209; S. KÁROLY, Általános és 
magyar jelentéstan. Budapest, 1970. 255 ; in connection with semantic reconstructions 
cf. also E. BENEVENÏSTE, Problèmes sémantiques de la reconstruction. Word 10 :251 — 64 
and P. THTEME, The Comparative Method for Reconstruction in Linguistics. In : Language 
in Culture and Society. New York—London —Tokyo. 1966. 585 — 98, cp. also MARIENNE 
BAKRÓ-NAGY paper entitled : Semantic Examination of Genetically Related Language 
Correspondences. 

9* 
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According to G U Y JUCQUOIS'S56 assertions,57 reconstructed proto-lan-
guages contain a much more larger quantity of homophonous words than do 
natural languages ; the reason for this can be seen in the methods of recon
struction. Thus, for example, in J . POKORNY'S work entitled Indogermanisches 
Etymologisches Wörterbuch,58 95.5% of the reconstructed roots have at least 
one homophoncus counterpart according to E. BBNVENISTE'S investigations.59 

From the material of the Uralic Etymological Dictionary about 1200 word-
articles (about two-thirds) have so far been prepared, and in it, among the 
reconstructed proto-forms, only about 250 (about 20%) have at least one 
homophonous counterpart; I regarded as homophones also those proto-forms 
in which the vocalic quality of the non-initial syllable could not be determined, 
e.g., *cerjke 'Dampf FU — *cerjlc3 'Keil' EU, *кидз 'Morgen' U — *кидз 
'Schneefair U, therefore, only potentially homophones ; that is, if our know
ledge concerning the proto-language would widen, we could count upon a 
20% decrease of the above ; but inasmuch as I, at the time the proportion 
mentioned above was established, regarded the verbal-nouns as one word, 
although it would have been more correct to accept them as homophonous 
proto-words, the 20% proportation would increase somewhat. But it could 
easily be possible that the decrease and increase already mentioned will be 
approximately of the same degree, it would therefore not bring about a con
siderable change ; besides about 400 Uralic and Finno-Ugric word articles 
awaiting writing cannot to a significant degree alter this proportation ; on the 
basis of this, we can therefore much more favourably judge the situation of 
Uralic etymological research — and together with this the situation of the 
reconstructions, as COLLINDER6 0 and A. J O K I 6 1 referred to it. — By the way, 
the approximately 1600 reconstructable words of the Uralic-Finno-Ugric proto-
language's word-stock (and then we considered the verbal-nouns to be only 
one and not two words !) contradicts ATJRELIEN SAUVAGEOT'S thesis62 (which 
influenced perhaps a little strangely more than two decades) that the common 
word-stock of the Uralic languages known today is small; the predominant 
majority of these 1600 etymologies were already just as well known then, but 
this reasonably strange statement can be explained to a certain extent tha t 
the etymologies were published in several papers, sometimes in hidden places 
and so the revealed common word-stock could be surveyed and organized 
only with relative difficulty. 

The proto-language reconstructions can be controlled not or only rarely, 
and in exceptional cases, but if the possibility arises, they turn out to be effectial 
and successful,63 and this naturally justifies those who believe in reconstruction 

56 GTJY JUCQTJOIS, Lathéorie de la racine en indo-europeen La Linguistique 6/2 :69 — 
102, 7/1:73 — 91, 8/1:73 — 103. 

57 La Linguistique 6/2:76. 
58 J . POKORNY, Indogermanisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch. Bern—München, 

1969. 
59 E. BENVENISTE, La structure des racines en indo-européen. In: Linguistic Research 

in Belgium. Wetteren, 1966. 67 — 68, quotes JTJCQTJOIS : La Linguistique 6/2 :83. 
60 B. COLLINDER, Introduktion till de uraliska spraken. Stockholm, 1962. 45. 
61 A. J O K I : MNy. 66:10. 
62 A. SATJVAGEOT : Les langues du monde. Paris, 1952. 310. 
6 3 Cf. HOENIGSWALD : op. cit. 137, SZEMERÉNYI, Trends . . . 8, I. FODOR, Mire jó 

a nyelvtudomány? Budapest, 1968. 40, E. SAPIR, AZ ember és a nyelv. Budapest, 1971. 
8 4 - 5 . 
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and admit tha t the System of hypothesized forms is necessary for further 
research. The goal of comparative linguistic research is not only to ascertain 
the genetic affinity of the related languages and to détermine the degree of 
relationship, but also tha t through the reconstructions we can obtain a pos
sible maximum knowledge concerning the proto-language. If we know the two 
distant points in a developmental process (the possible System of the recon-
structed proto-language and the present-day languages tha t developed from 
the proto-language), we can create also a picture about such circumstances 
of the development, upon which a mère comparison would not shed light. 
Of course, so that we can hâve a reliable picture of the split proto-language in 
a distant âge, we must know the later developmental periods as well, the 
„intermédiare proto-languages" also ; thus, for example, a clarification of the 
Finno-Permic, Finno-Volgaic, and Ugric, etc. proto-language system would 
enlarge and make our knowledge more exact concerning the Uralic (Finno-
Ugric) proto-language, although for the time being such a paradoxicai situa
tion took shape tha t we know more in phonological relation about the distant 
Finno-Ugric proto-language, than about the later Ugric proto-language or 
the early developmental periods of the separate lives of the single languages, 
as for example, old Hungárián. This is mainly so because Ugric vocalism re
search feil behind to a certain extent the Finno-Permic branch.64 The archaism 
of the vocalism of the Finnic languages (and congruent évidence with thèse 
of Lapp vocalism) facilitâtes, in a large degree, Finno-Permic and Finno-
Volgaic, and further Finno-Ugric and Uralic reconstructions, thus the re
constructions of the Finnic languages play a key language rôle in this most 
problemtic area of the reconstruction. Neither can we dépend, in this area, 
on one of the Ugric languages as a key language. Another similarly not unim-
portant problem of Finno-Ugric is tha t for the time being we do not know how 
to separate from one another on the basis of phonetic points of view the Finno-
Ugric and the Uralic proto-language,65 although perhaps a historical-compara-
tive study of the up-to-now fairly neglected Samoyedic languages will bring 
the desired resuit. 

In becoming freightened of the towering difficulties before us, we would 
give up on reconstruction, we would also give up revealing those historical 
processes which shaped the individual physiognomy of the present-day 
languages, however such investigations also mutually complément one another, 
and through this the reconstruction of the proto-language could be at the 
same time the goal and means as well.66 In addition to the phonological system 
of the proto-language, we can more or less reconstruct its morphological units : 
in relationship to the formation of the Finno-Ugric proto-language, see KÁROLY 

R B D E I ' S paper ;67 we can reason further the derivational and inflectional 
morphèmes of the proto-language, but a complète reconstruction of the 
paradigm system of the proto-language would be an unfounded and illusory 
objective. In connection with the syntax of the proto-language, we can also 
arrive at certain cautious hypothèses,68 but we cannot scarcely know more 

6 i Cf. E. ITKONEN : FUF 37 :40. 
65 About this cp. H A J D Ú , BUNyt. 43 . 
66Cf. SAUSSURE: op. cit. 271. 
6 7 KÁROLY R É D E I , Wortbildung in der PU/PFU Grundsprache. 
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about the syntax of the Uralic and Finno-Ugric proto-language than can be 
found in P É T E B H A J D Ú ' S book.69 The practical and expedient nature of the 
reconstructions can otherwise be convincingly proven tha t the reconstructions 
of the Uralic etymological dictionary have already brought surprising and 
interesting results : through them and by the help of internal reconstruction we 
can obtain an insight into the secrets of the perhaps very early method of 
word formation in the Uralic proto-language, about which MARIANNE BAKBÓ-
NAGY'S paper70 gives account. With a knowledge concerning the complete 
reconstructable vocabulary we can become acquainted with the living con
ditions, social and economic relations, etc. of the people who spoke the proto-
language. Nor could it be insensible tha t being in possession of the reconstructed 
vocabulary, we can know something sure and more about possible distant 
relations of our language family. The efforts directed towards the reconstruction 
of the proto-language are therefore useful and encouraging efforts accompanied 
by results, because the proto-language, like a mosaic hypothesized constitutes 
the object of further investigations.71 

A re-establishment of the complete synchronic system of the proto-lan
guage cannot naturally be the goal of the comparison of the genetically related 
languages and the reconstruction of the proto-language,72 still less would be 
the useless construction and improvization of proto-language texts. But our 
knowledge which is sometimes scanty does not authorize us to suppose tha t 
the proto-language could have been so „primitive" tha t the prestigious pa r t 
of the grammatical categories could have been formed in the separate lives 
of the single languages or language groups.73 

In the reconstruction of proto-language conditions and in clarifying 
language historical processes tha t took place, typological research, the discov
ery of universale, implicational connections, the appHcation of general rules 
appearing in historical changes74 can offer a great help. 

In Finno-Ugric studies at home — as I already mentioned — reconstruc
tion because of etymological dictionary work, and more of all because of the 
Uralic Etymological Dictionary has become an especially actual question. I n 
connection with this, I must remind the reader of the practical use of the 

68 Cf. SZEMERÉNYI, Einführung . . . 28, NEHRING: Lingua 10 :368, E. ITKONEN : 
Tietolipas 20:54—5. 69BUNyt. 80—4. 70 Cp. note 55. 71 Cf. B. K. Журавлев, Современные проблемы реконструкции праязыка [In: Про
блемы языкознания. X Международный конгресс лингвистов. Москва, 1967. 255—60]. 260. 

72 Cf. N E H R I N G : Lingua 10:365, Е. I T K O N E N : Tietolipas 20:54—5, H A J D Ú , 
BUNyt. 40. 

73 This e. g. J . BERRÁR, Magyar történeti mondattan. Budapest, 1957. 43, 78 — 9, 
175 — 6, but cf. MEILLET, Einführung . . . 20 — 1. 

74 Cf. R. JAKOBSON, Typological Studies and Their Contribution to Historical 
Comparative Linguistics. In : Proceedings of the VII I International Congress of Linguists. 
Oslo, 1958. 17 — 25, in Hungarian: A nyelvtipológia. I n : R. JAKOBSON, Hang-Jel-Vers. 
Budapest, 1969. 175 — 85, R. ANTTILA, Uusimman äännehistorian suunnasta ja luonteesta. 
Turun Yliopiston Fonetiikan laitoksen julkaisuja no. 5. Turku, 1969. 51 — 2, J . H. GREEN-
BERG—CH. E. OSGOOD—J. J . JENKINS, Memorandum Concerning Language Universals 
(in: Universals of Language. Second Edition. Cambridge (Massachusetts) — London, 
1966. XV—XXVII). XXII—XIV, B. A. USPENSKIJ , Strukturális nyelvészeti tipológia 
(in: A nyelvtudomány ma. Budapest, 1973. 419 — 39) 422 — 3, Б. А. Серебренников, Веро
ятностные обоснования в компаративистике. Москва, 1974, 5, 45—63. 
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reconstructed proto-language forais, the proto-forms, but it will make pos
sible an easily arranged publication of the dictionary material.75 As a resuit of 
an arrangement of word-articles according to the proto-forms in alphabetical 
order the Uralic Etymological Dictionary will be incomparably more easily 
treatable, then COLLINDER'S etymological dictionary76 of a much smaller extent 
which was assembled according to other principles of editing. Perhaps it is 
not an exaggeration to assert tha t for the comparative-etymological dictionari-
es tha t treat the vocabulary of more languages the publication method based 
on the reconstructions is the ideal one. 

L Á S Z L Ó H O N T I 

75 Eg. POKORNY, IdgEtwb., Cf. also E. BERNEKER, Slavisches etymologisches 
Wörterbuch. Heidelberg, 1908 — 14. 3. 

76 B. CoLLiNDEB, Fenno-Ugric Vocabulary. Stockholm, 1955. 






